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Titre de l'émission Description de la programmation local reflétant les CLOSM Catégorie
 CRTC

Indépendante ou 
Interne

Montreal Weekend News - Saturday Local News - 6pm - 6:30pm 10 Interne

Montreal Weekend News - Sunday Local News - 11pm - 11:30pm 10 Interne

News Montreal - Monday - Friday Local News - 5pm to 6:30pm 10 Interne

News Montreal - Late Night - Monday to Friday Local News - 11pm to 11:30pm 10 Interne

Our Montreal Weekly local current affairs program 02A Interne

Absolutely Canadian - 100% T-Shirt Director Kaveh Nabatian explores the history, ethics and political culture of our most common garment. 
Featuring American Apparel founder Dov Charney, Richard Reed Parry of Arcade Fire, Little Scream, 
Tegan and Sara, and more.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Canadian - Maple Mayhem Exploring the sticky, golden universe of Canada’s quintessential national emblem, this documentary 
showcases the culture and politics behind an industry that recently suffered the biggest heist in 
agricultural history.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Canadian - Van Horne & Waverly The post-industrial buildings at the intersection of Van Horne & Waverly in Montreal’s Mile End 
neighbourhood hosts a plethora of creative workspaces, home to some of the city’s most intriguing and 
successful artists. We will meet three of the neighbourhood’s foremost (i.e. fiery) characters: 
installation artist/sculptor Glen Lemesurier, musician/performance artist Radwan Moumneh and visual 
artist Rouge Lefebvre, who spent much of her childhood dancing for Les Grands Ballets Canadiens.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - 100% T-Shirt Director Kaveh Nabatian explores the history, ethics and political culture of our most common garment. 
Featuring American Apparel founder Dov Charney, Richard Reed Parry of Arcade Fire, Little Scream, 
Tegan and Sara, and more.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - A City Is An Island A DIY, behind-the-scenes look at the linguistic divide in the music and lifestyles of Montreal musicians 
Mac DeMarco, Patrick Watson, Sean Nicholas Savage, Tim Hecker, Colin Stetson and many more.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - A Table in Quebec A documentary special exploring the culinary culture of Quebec through the eyes and experiences of 
chef Danny St. Pierre, as he participates in the 11th edition of Montreal's famous Highlights Festival.

02B Interne

Absolutely Quebec - Fortunate Son - A Family Love Story An autobiographical documentary. The filmmaker, a son of Greek immigrants, searches for happiness 
with his fiancée by looking at his complicated, sometimes painful relationship with his overbearing 
mother and ailing father. Shot in Montreal and Greece, Fortunate Son is a heartwarming film about 
faith, renewal, and the definition of love.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Hacking Montreal Montreal is a global hub for 'hackathons', weekend-long contests for innovating technology. CBC 
Montreal looks at how local infrastructure, healthcare, transportation and leisure are being improved by 
volunteer maverick thinkers. 

02B Interne

Absolutely Quebec - Hi Ho Mistahey! Veteran NFB filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin follows teens in the Cree community of Attawapiskat as they 
take their plight for fairness in Canadian First Nations’ education to the highest court of the United 
Nations.

02B Prod. indépendante
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Indépendante ou 
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Absolutely Quebec - Hockey Migrations Hockey Migrations is a documentary following filmmaker Tony Girardin to northern Quebec where he 
follows the Tasiujaq Eagles as they gear up to face off in the Ungava Cup, the annual Nunavik hockey 
tournament. As the community rallies around the event of the year, we gain an unprecedented insight 
into the drastic shifts three generations have endured, and how bringing a zamboni to a northern 
community changes the game.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - In The Key of Claire A social worker at the MUHC HIV Clinic learns to sing despite the onset of deafness and cancer, and 
brings together survivors of the Rwandan genocide to collaborate in a powerful musical relationship.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Legends of Magdalen Guided by hand-drawn maps of over 300 19th-century shipwrecks around the Magdalen Islands, diver 
Mario Cyr explores these depths, questioning the notion of treasure as he seeks the lost artifacts of his 
forebears. A reflection of Maritime Quebec, its Mi’k Maq heritage and the cultural shifts these remote 
islands have experienced over 200 years.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Living on the Edge Photographer and garlic farmer Joan Sullivan seeks to capture how people living along the rural coast 
of eastern Quebec adapt to major climate change events.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Maple Mayhem Exploring the sticky, golden universe of Canada’s quintessential national emblem, this documentary 
showcases the culture and politics behind an industry that recently suffered the biggest heist in 
agricultural history.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Okpik's Dream A year in the life of champion Inuit dog musher Harry Okpik – or One Legged Harry, the name 
everyone calls him – as he struggles through preparations for the annual Ivakkak, a gruelling 600km 
dog sled race across the Canadian Arctic.

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Seth's Dominion NFB`s award-winning documentary profiling Canadian Cartoonist Seth, creator of `Palookaville'. 02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Small Wonders (2013) Small Wonders is a playfully framed and edited character-driven documentary about three people who 
run small businesses in Montreal neighbourhoods.  

02B Prod. indépendante

Absolutely Quebec - Van Horne & Waverly See description above. 02B Prod. indépendante
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